
RULES & REGULATIONS

1. Any recognized group approved by the Board of Directors of the Johnson County Youth Camp may 
apply for use of the camp facility.  The calendar of camp dates is kept by the Johnson County Road 
and Bridge.  Dates are allocated on a first come, first serve basis.

2. Deposits will be returned by mail after the Youth Camp has been inspected by a Johnson County 
employee or a member of the Johnson County Youth Camp Board.

3. Any group using the camp will be responsible for the property and premises at the camp.  Any damage 
to the property, loss of or damage to equipment occurring while a group is using the camp, must be 
repaired and/or replaced by the group.

4. If camp has been scheduled, deposit made, but group does not use the facility, the deposit is non-
refundable.  The exception to this rule is unforeseen causes such as fire, or severe storms.

5. Youth groups using the camp must have adequate adult supervision and chaperones.  When securing 
application for use of the camp, each group must designate an adult who will be in charge of the 
group.  There must be one chaperone for every ten or less children eight years of age or older and 
one chaperone for each eight or less children younger than eight years of age.

6. GARBAGE DISPOSAL:  Users are responsible to remove all of their garbage from the camp following 
their use.  No garbage or garbage cans may be left on the premises.  Plastic garbage can liners should 
be used to facilitate handling and cleanliness.  Failure to remove garbage will result in forfeiture of 
deposit.

7. CAMPFIRES:  Campfires are NOT allowed outside the designated fire pit built for group campfires.  All 
campfires may be prohibited when conditions dictate that it is necessary to do so.  Campers should 
be sure that the fire is extinguished when unattended.  Please do not put trash (metal cans, plastic, 
etc.) in the fire pit.

8. TENT TRENCHING: Trenching for tents is NOT allowed.  This restriction is necessary in order to preserve 
the fragile camp environment.  

9. CLEANING: The camp must be left in as good of condition as found.  The lodge must be swept and 
mopped.  The kitchen, stove, toilets and grounds should be appropriately cleaned.  Please keep trash 
out of the toilets.

10. VEHICLES: Should be restricted to the designated parking area. ATV RIDERS-MARKED TRAILS ONLY.

11. An electric refrigerator, upright freezer, and a two (2) gas stove are available for use at the camp.  
These must be left clean and operating upon departure.
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12. Limited cooking utensils and silverware are available for use at the camp.  Users must provide their 
own dishes, silverware, dish towels, hand towels, soap, etc.

13. Well water is available via a hand pump.  Key to latrines is hanging in the kitchen.

14. There are no sleeping facilities at the camp.  Users planning for overnight use must provide their own 
sleeping equipment, i.e., beds, sleeping bags, tents, etc.

15. Each user group will be responsible for their own accident/liability insurance.

16. Groups using the fireplace and/or fire pit will be responsible for their own wood.  Some wood is 
available on the sight.  Only “down trees” may be used.  Standing trees may not be cut, carved or 
otherwise damaged, your deposit will not be returned.

17. Liquid fueled lanterns must be filled outside, not in the lodge.

18. The Board of Directors will not be responsible for accidents to person using or occupying the camp.  
Each group should take precaution to keep the buildings and grounds safe.

19. Upon departure from the camp, lock all doors, windows and gates.  Turn off all lights (inside and 
outside). Return keys to Johnson County Road  in Buffalo, Wyoming.

Maintenance of the facility is dependent on income from user fees.  The Board endeavors to maintain 
the camp as a pleasant, desirable and useful facility while keeping user fees as reasonable as possible.


